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I was looking for their parent company but couldn't find a way to buy shares. Is it possible? Page 2 3 comments Hey, remember how a few weeks ago we reported the sudden rise of the tiktok zynn clone, which is partly funded by the Chinese rival parent company TikTok? As a short summary, Zynn is almost a direct
copy of TikTok, and is funded by Kuaishou, which is a rival app for Douyin (Chinese version of TikTok). Kuaishou is also funded, in part, by Tencent, China's largest social media company, and is working to fend off growing competition from parent company TikTok ByteDance. So there are plenty of moving parts to Zynn's
sudden arrival in the US market - but what shot Zynn to the top of the app charts is that it uses, in fact, the pyramid scheme as a growth tactic. When you watch videos in the app, you earn money, while you can also increase your in-app revenues by getting friends to also download Zynn. These earnings can then be
used to buy gift cards, and even reportedly passed through PayPal - so it is, again, like TikTok, but with the option to also make money through use. Which sounds dubious already - but now Zinn has seemingly been caught up in even more questionable tantjata. According to Wired, Zynn has been removed from the
Google Play store amid accusations that he is stealing people's content from other apps. Zynn remains available in the App Store for now, but Wired notes that Apple is also exploring the app. Now it's not unusual for people to play popular accounts in new apps, and even steal their content - and that wouldn't be
surprising considering the financial incentive to see it on Zynn. But as Wired reports, there's a more troubled element in the game in this case: Zynn officially launched in the Apple App Store on May 7, and was first installed by Google Play users on May 5, according to Sensor Tower. Many impersonator accounts
[however] uploaded their first messages on February 19. The meaning of that date is not clear, and Zynn did not respond to a request for comment sent to the email address listed on his website. So it seems, at least based on this evidence, that duplicate videos should have been uploaded by Zynn employees, perhaps
in an attempt to fill it with engaging content to maximize its performance. To be clear, Google didn't say that's why Zynn was removed from the Google Play store, but Wired provides a number of examples of influential users re-posted their content to Zynn, under profiles in their name, without their knowledge. This is quite
a significant concern - as noted, there is already something about the evil growth of Zynn that feels not quite right, and it seems likely at best that it will attract a range of scammers who want to cheat their system to get as much money from the program as they can. Stealing content from apps can lead to the sudden
closure of the growing app - and while people will still be active in the app, and as noted, you can still download it on iOS if the investigation establishes that Zynn knowingly did so, which will bring a lot of attention, and pressure on the app. Zynn can, however, remove all offensive content and be recovered, it can be a
minor bump in the road in a wider scheme. But the reputational blow may be more significant. People are already attached to TikTok, they have connections and networks in the app. Zynn's cash giveaway is just a real lure - and it may well work, but it could also see it banned entirely, while further bringing more attention
to Chinese applications. As noted, the app remains under investigation and is not available in the Google Play Store. Maybe a short form video app battle will have to wait. UPDATE (6/16): Zynn has now also been removed from the App Store. A new China-owned video app with TikTok-like Zynn hitting the top of the US
App Store charts this week has come on the rise. As you can see from these images, Zynn looks a lot like TikTok, with an almost identical visual style, as well as features such as effects and video editing tools. According to the app's description, Zynn's key features are: Discover spontaneous and exciting short-form
videos Create fantasy videos 15 seconds with a massive music library, cool stickers and funny effects Share great moments from Instagram, Snapchat, etc. Connect to like-minded people from all over the world, embrace your community So it's TikTok, right? It's pretty much the same in every way. So why is Ginn
suddenly gaining traction? As noted in this tweet subject from Turner Novak of Gelt VC, the key Zynn differentiator is, in fact, the built-in pyramid scheme. As you can see in these screenshots, you can get rewarded in the app by watching videos on Zynn, and inviting friends to the app. These funds can then be used to
buy items in the app, including a number of gift cards for the App Store, Walmart, Amazon, etc. The funds can also be transferred through PayPal, according to Zynn advertising. Given the number of people currently out of work because of COVID-19, this could prove to be a big lure - and there are already a bunch of
YouTube videos in which Zynn users claim to have made thousands through the app. The bigger picture is that Zynn is seemingly funded by Kuaishou, which is a key rival for Douyin, the Chinese version of TikTok, as well as parent company TikTok ByteDance. As Novak pointed out: Kuaishou just raised $2b from
Tencent in December '19, ByteDance's biggest rival in China.If there's actually a Kuaishaw connection, we could see Zynn and his crazy referral schemes stick around for a while. — Turner Novak (@TurnerNovak) May 27, 2020 This, potentially, makes Zynn a much bigger concern for TikTok - but it could also make both
Zynn and TikTok much bigger targets for regulators, many of whom were already very concerned about the Chinese organization, at ByteDance, making a push into the western west and collection of data on non-Chinese citizens. If Zynn gets serious traction, especially through such smuch schemes, you can imagine
that government groups would be keen to close it. But if they shut down one Chinese app, they might also have to close both - if the approach is that Zynn is working on data collection, and that's enough to block its access to Western markets, then the same logic can also be extended to TikTok. TikTok, of course, works
to distance itself from its Chinese roots. Announcing the appointment of Kevin Mayer as its new CEO recently, TikTok also noted that parent company ByteDance is actually now registered in the Cayman Islands, not China. So all is well, right - TikTok is not even a Chinese company at all. In practice, however,
ByteDance seemingly remains governed by China's cybersecurity rules, which stipulate that it must share data with the Chinese government upon request. Basically, with Zinn's sudden rise, Western regulators will be like: And aside from a new competitor, TikTok could also face even tougher scrutiny as a result.
UPDATE (6/9): According to Wired, Zynn was removed from the Google Play store amid allegations that he duplicated content from other apps without the creator's permission. As Wired points out, it's not unusual for people to set up fake accounts impersonate celebrities in new apps, but many duplicate videos posted to
Zynn were uploaded before the app was available to the public. Another twist in the Chinese video app rivalry. Follow Andrew Hutchinson on Twitter Is the clock ticking for TikTok? A trendy Chinese app has come under the crossfire of growing diplomatic tensions between Washington and Beijing. Now, he faces an
online battle with Iainn, the new kid on the block. Last month, Kevin Mayer stepped down as Disney's head of streaming to take over as chief executive of TikTok, which is known for its understated multi-second videos and teen favorite Gen Z and a growing number of millennials. His appointment was seen as a shift to
calls from politicians in the United States to ban the app, which is part bytedance, under national security concerns. Zinn will be hoping to avoid a similar fate. Launched last month, the Chinese clone is now the number one free app in the Apple Store and rides high on Google Play. Like TikTok, Zynn is the emergence of
Chinese tech ecosystems, said Asia Times' Abishur Prakash, a geopolitical futurist at the Center for Future Innovation, a business-focused and geopolitics-focused consulting firm. And it will put it in the crosshairs of governments around the world. But because of Zynn's business model (paying users to watch content
and invite friends), it can lead to some unique geopolitical realities, he said in an email. between the United States and China in U.S.-China relations, technology companies with links to the world's second-largest economy appear to be on thin ice. Telecom Telecom For the past two years, Washington has accused
China's high-tech giant Huawei of spying and violating U.S. sanctions imposed on North Korea and Iran. Telecom and smartphone Juggernaut have denied the allegations. But the controversy with Huawei has spread to a broader technological Sino-U.S. conflict. If your child uses TikTok, there's a chance the Communist
Party of China knows where they are, what they look like, how their voices sound, and what they're watching, said Josh Hawley, a Republican senator, after he introduced a bill called the National Security and Personal Data Protection Act to limit the flow of sensitive information from American online users to China. It's a
feature that TikTok doesn't advertise- he added back in November, when President Donald Trump's administration increased pressure on Chinese tech firms. Zynn app on Google Play. Image: Google Play In response, Bytedance and TikTok deny allegations that they share personal data with the ruling CPC
administration and intelligence agencies. Nevertheless, the arrival of Zynn poses another threat to its dominance on the international stage. Inside China's sophisticated jungle startups, TikTok look-alike is known to have close links to another video-sharing app, Kuaishou, which reportedly received a $2 billion investment
injection from Tencent. The reason for the funding was simple. Tencent is one of the big three from the BAT group, which includes Baidu and Alibaba, and is a major player in online entertainment and behind social media site WeChat. As for Tencent's investment and China's policy, Zynn has several options. First, it can
work like a normal Chinese company - one size fits all. Second, it could expand the strategy used by Tencent Music [and] the list on multiple stock exchanges. Third, Zynn can adopt a deep localization strategy where its platform and content are seen by different countries as a local offering, said Prakash, from the Center
for Future Innovation. Obviously, at one level it could be perceived as a business as usual. But, on another level, this could be the beginning of a new kind of geopolitics that China is pioneering, he added. Tencent territory At the same time, Bytedance and TikTok began to muscle into Tencent territory. Last year, the
Beijing-based digital company reported revenue of $17 billion compared with $7.4 billion the previous year and a profit of $3 billion, According to Bloomberg News. Blocking Covid-19 in North America, Europe and around the world has also boosted its audience and appeal. It's a very interesting position to be in TikTok
right now because the videos are usually quite light, humorous, fun and easy, said Debra Ago Williamson, chief analyst at research firm eMarketer. And yet Zynn managed to bring out a party with a concerted advertising campaign of cash rewards and gift cards for The plan seems to have worked. But how is it with
Washington's clampdown on China's technology companies is another matter. TikTok and Zynn represent not just the expansion of Chinese soft power, but they also become important players in promoting Chinese thinking, values and foreign policy. Of course, these companies themselves may suffer from geopolitics,
Prakash told Asia Times. After all, only time will tell for TikTok and its new rival Zynn amid a changing geopolitical landscape. Landscape.
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